
A Network Partner Area Council (NPAC) is a collaboration of 
neighboring Maryland Food Bank network partners who work 
together to eliminate food insecurity in their area. The geographic 
grouping of pantries, soup kitchens, and shelters is designed to 
address hunger on a community-by-community level.

How Does It Work?

The Maryland Food Bank (MFB) forms each NPAC, inviting network 
partners to participate and facilitating initial collaborative efforts and 
meetings. Once established, NPAC members meet regularly to discuss 
how they can collectively improve their services, outreach, and impact  
in their community. 

NPAC Strategies Focus On:

Hours of service: Member organizations often work to space out their 
hours of operation to ensure that gaps in service are minimized.

Ways to share resources/refer clients: If one partner offers a service 
that another does not, it’s important that they can provide clients with 
that information.

The Maryland Food Bank: At each meeting, MFB solicits feedback 
and best practices on how to better support and serve the community 
through its network partners.

Additional Services: While MFB’s niche is food assistance, NPACs often 
work together to provide other services, including access to health care, 
housing, and employment.
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“ Our NPAC gives us the 
chance to share ideas 
with other local pantries 
and discuss the ways 
that we can best serve 
our specific community.”

 Cheryl Beulah, Living Waters Assembly,  
 Caroline County NPAC member



www.mdfoodbank.org

Maryland Food Bank – Eastern Shore Branch
28500 Owens Branch Road 
Salisbury, MD 21801
410.742.0050

Why Are NPACs Effective?

NPACs strengthen each of our network partners’ presence in the 
community and gives them a magnified voice. Through the council 
meetings, MFB network partners are made aware of other partners  
in their community and given the opportunity to share resources  
and strategies. 

NPACs are encouraged to reach out to other community leaders with 
their concerns and understanding of needs in their community. In many 
cases, NPAC collaboration renders a group stronger than the sum of its 
parts, resulting in more effective advocacy and community action. 

Currently more than 53 network partner agencies and other community 
organizations participate in 6 different NPACs on the Eastern Shore.  
This number is projected to grow in the coming years. 

“ NPACs encourage 
collaboration and 
communication among 
network partners in the 
same communities, 
resulting in more 
efficient service and 
shared resources.”

 Teresa See, Network Relations Manager,  
 Maryland Food Bank – Eastern Shore
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